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Abstract:

Identifies safety related disclosures to be provided to end users of Emergency Use VAH. These
details are based on the hazards identified in IEC 60601-1 and ISO 17510.
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4

Purpose

5
6

This document identifies safety related disclosures to be provided to end users of Emergency Use VAH.
These details are based on the hazards identified in IEC 60601-1 1 and ISO 17510 2.

7

1

2

Working Pressure

8

Purpose: to ensure compatibility of the VAH interface with the patient and source of ventilatory assist.

9

Disclosures:

10

Indicate the rated:

11
12
13
14

•
•

2

MAXIMUM WORKING PRESSURE

minimum pressure

Accessories

15

Purpose: to ensure the safe use of the VAH with compatible accessories.

16

Disclosures:

17
18

List of recommended accessories and their replacement intervals e.g., tubing, filters, valves,
monitoring systems.

19
20

List of recommended fresh gas sources e.g. ventilators, ventilatory assist equipment, gas mixers,
flow meters.

21

3

Resistance to flow (pressure drop)

22
23

Purpose: to ensure the patient receives the required therapeutic pressure and to limit the inspiratory
and expiratory resistance to an acceptable level.

24

Disclosures:

25
26

Inspiratory resistance: The resistance to inspiratory flow derived from pressure drop between the
patient connection port and the patient measured at 50L/min and 100L/min.

1
2

Medical electrical equipment – Part 1: General requirements for basic safety and essential performance
Medical devices — Sleep apnoea breathing therapy — Masks and application accessories
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1

27
28
29

Expiratory resistance: The resistance to expiratory flow derived from pressure drop between the interior
of the VAH and ambient, measured at 50L/min and 100L/min.

4

Breathing during single fault condition

30
31

Purpose: to limit breathing resistance and to prevent excessive rebreathing when there is insufficient
fresh gas flow from the ventilatory assist equipment during a single fault condition.

32

Disclosures:

33
34

If an anti-asphyxia valve is provided, the open-to-atmosphere and closed-to-atmosphere pressures
shall be disclosed.

35
36

If an anti-asphyxia valve is not provided in the VAH, manufacturers shall disclose the means by which
the patient shall access fresh gas in the case of a SINGLE FAULT CONDITION.

37
38

Manufacturers shall disclose the necessity of continual monitoring of the patient by the operator and/or
by monitoring equipment capable of creating alarm conditions in the case of faults.

39

5

CO2 Rebreathing

40

Purpose: to reduce the risk of excessive inspired carbon dioxide

41

Disclosures:

42

Disclose the minimum flow required to prevent unacceptable CO2 rebreathing.

43
44

Describe the means implemented to minimize the risk of rebreathing exhaled CO2. The means can be
included in the VAH or the equipment providing gas delivery or ventilation.

45

6

Fresh Gas Port

46
47

Purpose: since the source of fresh gas is not included in the VAH, identify the pressure or supplemental
oxygen delivery interface.

48

Disclosures:

49

Disclose the means of interfacing with the fresh gas delivery system or ventilatory assist device.

50

7

Reuse hazards

51

Purpose: to reduce the risk of cross-contamination.

52

Disclosures:

53
54

Describe the cleaning and disinfection procedures needed between uses and between patients for both
the VAH and accessories.

55

Description of location and specifications of required VAH viral filters and replacement intervals.

56

8

Biocompatibility

57

Purpose: to reduce the risk of biological reaction to foreign substances.

58

Disclosures:
2
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59
60

For the gas pathway, indicate if any biocompatibility evaluations were performed per ISO 18562
(series) 3.

61
62

For parts intended to touch the patient, indicate if any biocompatibility evaluations were performed per
ISO 10993 (series) 4.

63

9

Risk Management Process

64

Purpose: to ensure risks were comprehensively identified and adequately managed.

65

Disclosures:

66
67

Indicate whether the VAH design has been developed using a risk management process (e.g., ISO
14971 5).

68

10

Acoustic noise

69

Purpose: to ensure acoustic noise inside the VAH is at an acceptable patient level.

70

Disclosures:

71
72

Disclose if hearing protection is necessary and provided by the VAH manufacturer. If not provided by
the VAH manufacturer provide the requirements for such hearing protection.

73
74

If measured, disclose in dBA the acoustic noise level measured at the minimum required fresh gas
flowrate

75

11

Oxygen enriched environment

76
77

Purpose: to reduce the risk of thermal injury resulting from ignition of the VAH or its accessories when
the VAH is used with supplemental oxygen therapy.

78

Disclosures:

79
80
81

Indicate that electronic devices used inside or in the vicinity of the VAH shall be suitable for use in an
oxygen enriched environment > 25 % O2. Examples of electronic devices are microphones,
headphones, cell phones, and electro-medical devices.

82
83

Indicate that the use of lotions, salves, dressing, makeup, or lubricants (e.g., grease for O-rings and
fittings on device) in an oxygen enriched environment requires special consideration.

84
85

If alcohol or flammable cleaning or disinfection agents are used, ensure that they have completely
evaporated prior to use.

86

Examples:

87
88
89

a warning statement to the effect that "WARNING: Use only water-based lotions, salves or
dressings that are oxygen-compatible before and during oxygen therapy. Never use these
products to avoid the risk of fire and burns".

Biocompatibility evaluation of breathing gas pathways in healthcare applications.
Biological evaluation of medical devices
5 Medical devices - Application of risk management to medical devices
3
4
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3

90
91
92
93

a warning statement to the effect that "WARNING: Do not use lubricant for any fittings,
connections, tubing, or other accessories unless certified for use in an oxygen enriched
atmosphere to avoid the risk of fire and burns."

12

Volume

94

Purpose: Provide health care providers with information to better understand the device.

95

Disclosures:

96

•

4

Approximate volume of gas with the helmet during NORMAL USE
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